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A Valued Ally In Extension
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45G Tax Credit Extension
Tops ASLRRA’s 2014 ‘To Do’ List
Make Your Voice
Heard At Railroad
Day On The Hill

have made in building support for this legislation. But these numbers also reflect
Congressional understanding of and appreciation for what the tax credit accomplishes.
It allows small businesses to invest more of
what they earn to build and grow their own
businesses. It helps tens of thousands of
local businesses in rural and small town
America stay connected to the national railroad network. It creates jobs not only for the
railroads that are rebuilding their track but
also in those industries that produce the ties,
rail, ballast and signal systems that are used
in those rehabilitation projects.
Tax reform is an important subject, and
Congress has an obligation to work hard on
that issue. But Congress also has an obligation to understand that short line railroads
are small businesses that work in the real
world. They cannot wait indefinitely for
Congress to act. They must make their
spending plans now. They need to know
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With one year to go in the 113th Congress,
there is much left to be done.
For the short line railroad industry, one of
the most important tasks is the extension of
the 45G rehabilitation tax credit.

45G Tax Credit Extension
The 45G rehabilitation tax credit expired at
the end of 2013, and short lines across the
country have worked very hard on our
extension legislation (HR 721 and S 411).
In the House, we have secured 224
co-sponsors, more than the 218 that is a
majority of the House. In the Senate, we
have attracted 43 co-sponsors, just eight
short of the 51 needed for a Senate majority.
Perhaps more telling is how the
short line legislation stacks up with
other tax bills. In this session of
Congress, there have been 359 tax
bills introduced in the House of
Representatives, and HR 721 has
the third highest number of
co-sponsors. The only bills with a
higher number of co-sponsors deal
with repealing the medical devices
tax enacted under the Affordable Care Act
and providing tax assistance to the disabled.
Likewise, in the Senate, there have been
179 tax bills introduced and only one, the
same bill providing tax assistance to the
disabled, has more co-sponsors than S 411.
This is a good showing considering that
there is significant sentiment in Congress
for a comprehensive tax reform package
that has made many Congressmen more
hesitant to co-sponsor individual tax bills.
These numbers reflect the tremendous
effort the short lines and their supporters in
the rail supply and contracting industries
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Control
(PTC) mandate cannot
be met; yet,
the deadline
remains. As
is true with
the short
By Rich Timmons,
line tax
President,
credit, part
American Short Line &
of the probRegional Railroad Assn.
lem involves
the way Congress currently operates. Very
few standalone bills ever pass. Every piece
of legislation seems to require a larger bill
that contains many provisions related to one
subject area. There was no rail-related
legislative vehicle in 2013 and, thus, no
action on the PTC issue.

Truck Sizes & Weights
The U.S. Department of Transportation (US
DOT) is in the middle of its twoyear truck size and weight study
Congress also has an obligation to
and is working hard to meet its
understand that short line railroads
October 2014 deadline. At this
are small businesses that work in the point, it is impossible to say how
the study will turn out, but the
real world. They cannot wait indefientire railroad industry is attemptnitely for Congress to act. They must ing to provide as much input as
make their spending plans now.
possible. It is unlikely Congress
would seriously consider any legislation on the truck sizes and weights until
how much track they can rehabilitate in
they see the study results. However, those
2014. They need to order the materials
supporting bigger trucks are working this
required for that rehabilitation and begin
issue hard, and it is imperative that we
hiring the personnel needed to do the work.
continue to follow this issue closely.
Likewise, their shippers need to know how
much capacity the railroad has so they can
A New Threat
plan and manage their own budgets for
A new threat arose in 2013 in the form of a
the future. Neither the railroads nor their
bill introduced by Congressman Mike
suppliers or shippers can afford to stand
Michaud (D-ME) to require a minimum
still while Congress fails to act.
two-person crew on board freight trains.
Positive Train Control
The bill was introduced in response to last
Most everyone in and out of government
summer’s train accident in Canada. As
tragic as this accident was, mandating ➤
seems to agree that the 2015 Positive Train
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RAILROAD INDUSTRIAL
3- STRAND INFEED DECK
This deck can be made to any width or length to fit your production needs.
Constructed of heavy duty materials, hydraulically or electrically powered,
and a 2 15/16" head shaft, you can expect many years of worry-free service.

UNSCRAMBLER
Face it, at some point ties need to be sorted and Brewer has the answer
to quickly and effectively sort ties so that they can be easily managed.
This piece of equipment takes a single tie on each of its "flights" spacing
them just right to continue down the production line. The Unscrambler is
produced in many sizes to fit your needs and is either hydraulically or
electrically powered.

DOUBLE END TRIM SAW
Need a tie cut to length or uneven ends trimmed off? Brewer has a saw that
can do both! The Double End Trim Saw is equipped with a centering device
ensuring evenly cut ends and adjustable time saws allowing ties to be cut at
lengths of 8ft., 8.5ft., and 9ft., with the largest acceptable tie being 10ft.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL INCISORS
Brewer has some of the most efficient tie incisors on the market.
Using our own patented, innovative, incisor drums these machines
will not only save you time but they will save a bundle in manufacturing costs. A report by customers using our 18in. drum show over
400,000 ties being incised without replacing plates!

END PLATER
Got ties? We have the equipment to plate them! This machine has the ability
to plate ties at lengths of 8ft., 8.5ft, and 9ft. quickly and effectively. Also
available with automatic plate feed and squeeze option.

The Way We See It, The Choice is Simple!

800-345-6516
Phone: 270-754-1768 Fax: 270-754-5341
Visit us on the Web @ www.brewerinc.com

BREWER, INC.
MOM I- 6
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crew size should not be the job of the U.S.
Congress. This was exactly what brought us
the unrealistic and unfunded PTC mandate,
and Congress should not make that same
mistake twice. The Federal Railroad
Administration is heavily engaged on this
subject and is using its established Railroad
Safety Advisory Committee (RSAC) procedure to thoroughly study and consider operating changes associated with this accident.
That process should run its course.
A Ray Of Hope
It is no secret that the lack of progress in
Washington results from bitter partisan
differences that have resulted in gridlock
on most everything. It is a discouraging
state of affairs. However, I think it worth
noting that there is a ray of hope emanating

from a corner of Congress that has
much say over transportation.
This year, the new chairman of the
House Transportation & Infrastructure
(T&I) Committee, Congressman Bill Shuster
(R-PA), and the Committee’s ranking
Democrat, Congressman Nick Rahall
(D-WV), came together to write a
bi-partisan Water Resources Reauthorization
bill. The bill, which authorizes $8 billion
in flood control, navigation and aquatic
restoration projects, passed the House
T&I Committee unanimously and just
recently passed the full House of
Representatives 417 to 3. In today’s
Washington, that is a remarkable accomplishment, and we should all hope that the
Congress and the Administration could
follow the lead of these two legislators.

You Can Help
With much unfinished Congressional business,
it is more important than ever that everyone in
the railroad industry communicate with
Congress on our issues. The best opportunity
to do that is at the railroad industry’s annual
Railroad Day on the Hill in Washington. The
event will be held on March 13, 2014, and
will bring more than 300 railroad industry
representatives to Capitol Hill to participate in
over 350 Congressional meetings on issues
like the short line tax credit, truck size and
weight, and railroad regulation. It is a very
important lobbying day for our industry but
only works if the industry turns out in mass.
To get more information and to
register for Railroad Day, just use this link:
www.aslrra.org/meetings___seminars/
Railroad_Day_on_Capitol_Hill/ ■

Richard Timmons became president of American Short Line and Regional Railroad Association (ASLRRA) September 3, 2002. ASLRRA is
a trade association that represents 460 short line and regional railroads that provide local rail service in all sections of the country.
Mr. Timmons represents the interests of these railroads before Congress, Federal and State regulatory agencies, and on the policy and
technical committees of the U.S. railroad industry. The association also serves as a liaison between its member railroads and the large
railroads of this nation.
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